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ABSTRACT Deep neural networks provide good performance for image classification, text classification,
speech classification, and pattern analysis. However, such neural networks are vulnerable to adversarial
examples. An adversarial example is a sample created by adding a little noise to the original sample data and
that, although presenting no change identifiable to human perception, will be misclassified by a deep neural
network. Most studies on adversarial examples have focused on images, but research is expanding to include
the field of text. Textual adversarial examples can be useful in certain situations, such as when models of
both friend and enemy coexist, as in a military scenario. Here, a specific message may be generated as an
adversarial example such that no grammatical or semantic problems are apparent to human perception and it
will be correctly classified by the friend model but incorrectly classified by the enemy model. In this paper,
I propose a “friend-guard” textual adversarial example for a text classification system. Unlike the existing
methods for generating image adversarial examples, the proposed method creates adversarial examples
designed to be misclassified by an enemy model and correctly classified by a friend model while retaining
the meaning and grammar of the original sentence by replacing words of importance with substitutions.
Experiments were conducted using a movie review dataset and the TensorFlow library. The experimental
results show that the proposed method can generate an adversarial example that will be correctly classified
with 88.2% accuracy by the friend model and 26.1% accuracy by the enemy model.

INDEX TERMS Machine learning, Text classification, Text adversarial example, Evasion Attack, Deep
neural network (DNN).

I. INTRODUCTION
Deep neural networks [1] provide good performance in image
recognition [2], text recognition [3], speech recognition [4],
and pattern recognition [5]. However, these neural networks
are vulnerable to adversarial examples [6]. An adversarial
example is a sample created by applying a small perturbation
to original sample data in such a way that it will be perceived
as normal by humans but will be incorrectly classified by the
target model. Adversarial examples pose a serious threat to
self-driving vehicles and medical businesses.

The study of adversarial examples has focused mainly on
their use in the field of computer vision. Recently, however,
research on adversarial examples [7] has been expanding into
the text domain. In the image domain, adversarial examples
are typically generated using gradient-based methods, but in
the field of text, adversarial examples are generated using the
word-wise method or the generative adversarial net method.

Adversarial examples that attack only specific models in
the text domain can be useful in certain situations. For

example, when an enemy model and a friend model coexist, a
scenario that an army may face, textual adversarial examples
that will be correctly classified by the friend model and
misclassified by the enemy model could be useful. In such
an environment, if it is necessary to send espionage data
with important secret content such as information related
to nuclear armaments, and the messages will be received
(or intercepted) by a deep learning model that automatically
classifies espionage-related text content, “friend-guard” ad-
versarial texts can be constructed, which are designed to be
misclassified by the enemy model but correctly classified
by the friend model. In this paper, I propose a friend-guard
textfooler method designed for text classification systems.
A textual adversarial example created using the proposed
method is a sample that is designed to be correctly classified
by a friend model and incorrectly classified by an enemy
model while displaying no obvious grammatical or content
abnormalities. By replacing important elements in sentences
with other similar language elements using a word-wise
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method, the adversarial example is created without intro-
ducing any changes in terms of grammar or meaning. The
contributions of this paper are as follows.

• The method developed in this study produces a friend-
guard adversarial example in the text domain that can be
correctly classified by a friend model and misclassified
by an enemy model. In this paper, the principle and
structure of the proposed method are systematically
explained.

• The average difference between the original sample and
the proposed textual adversarial example was analyzed
in terms of accuracy of classification by the enemy and
friend models.

• An experiment was conducted using the BERT model
[8], the latest text classification system. The perfor-
mance of the proposed method was evaluated using a
movie review (MR) dataset [9].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion II, studies related to the proposed method are described.
In Section III, the problem addressed by the proposed method
is defined. Section IV describes the proposed method, and
Section V describes the experiment and evaluation. Section
VI discusses the results. Finally, Section VII concludes the
paper.

II. RELATED WORK
Adversarial examples were first proposed by Szegedy et al.
[6]. This section discusses the BERT model, information
available about the target model, the recognition target, the
distortion metric, and the method of attack in the text domain.

A. BERT MODEL
Bidirectional encoder representations from transformers
(BERT) [8] is a natural language processing neural network
structure developed by Google. It is formed by stacking en-
coders in a structure called a transformer. With this structure,
BERT trains on the task of predicting the next sentence and
predicting hidden words in the sentence. A BERT model
that has been trained in this way is characterized by high
speed, making it well suited for solving other special nat-
ural language processing problems [10]. The core of the
transformer in BERT is the self-attention algorithm. This
algorithm obtains contextual information all at one time
without processing tokens from one end of the sentence to
the other, for bidirectional training. In addition, self-attention
can process relationship information between one word and
the next word.

The self-attention process is as follows. For each input
token, a vector consisting of a query, key, and value, which
can be trained independently, is allocated. First, the query of
one token and the key value of the other tokens are multiplied.
These products are divided by 8. After that, the score value
divided by 8 allocated for each token is changed probabilisti-
cally through softmax so that all sums become equal to 1. The
probability value obtained through softmax is multiplied by

the value of each token. The result of attention to one token
is the sum of all the multiplied values and the probability
obtained from the result calculated above. It becomes self-
attention with one head by repeating the above procedure
for each token. BERT performs multi-headed self-attention
to process contextual information in various dimensions,
calculating repeatedly by increasing several queries, keys,
and values.

BERT uses three techniques to process the input. The first,
the wordpiece method, is used for tokenization, dividing each
word into parts that appear frequently in each word. The
second is segment embedding, which takes two sentences as
input. To separate the two sentences, their order is classified
using the special classification token (CLS) value. Third,
positional embedding is necessary to inform BERT of the
position of each token when BERT is being trained.

BERT’s output is a prediction of the next sentence. BERT
uses the CLS, the first token of the first sentence, to determine
which sentence will come as the second sentence in order to
predict the next sentence. In addition, BERT predicts hidden
tokens. For this, each token of BERT except the CLS token at
the front passes through a separate fully connected layer and
a softmax layer, and a word is selected from approximately
30,000 vocabulary lists used for tokenization. For the hidden
token, it outputs a vector with the appropriate number of
dimensions and the token having the highest probability.

B. TARGET MODEL INFORMATION
Adversarial examples are classified as white box attacks
or black box attacks according to the information available
about the target model. A white box attack [11] [12] [13] is
an attack that creates an adversarial example in a scenario in
which all details of the various structures, parameters, and
results of the model are known. A black box attack [14] [15]
[16] is one that creates an adversarial example in a scenario
in which only the result value for the input value is given,
with no information available about the model itself.

C. TYPE OF RECOGNITION TARGET
Adversarial examples are divided into targeted attacks [17]
[18] and untargeted attacks [19] according to the recognition
target. A targeted attack is an adversarial example that is
designed to be misclassified by the model as a specific class
determined by the attacker. An untargeted attack is an adver-
sarial example that is designed to be incorrectly classified by
the model as any class other than the original class. A targeted
attack is a more sophisticated attack than an untargeted one.

D. DISTORTION MEASURE
In the image domain, adversarial examples [20] [21] [22]
[23] [24] [25] are created by adding minimal noise to the
original data as a whole in pixel units so that no problem
arises in terms of human detectability but they will be incor-
rectly classified by the model. In the text domain, however,
adversarial examples are created by changing a specific word
so that there is no resulting change in the meaning to a human
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but they will be misclassified by the text classification model.
Therefore, the distortion of an adversarial example in the
text domain is measured using the number of words changed
between the adversarial example sentence and the original
sentence.

E. TEXT DOMAIN METHOD OF ADVERSARIAL
EXAMPLE ATTACK
Adversarial examples have been studied primarily in the
image domain. Most adversarial example generation methods
in the image domain use gradient descent to add noise to the
input data. Zhao et al. [26] proposed a method for generating
adversarial examples in the text domain using the generative
adversarial network (GAN) method. This method regener-
ates adversarial sentences similar to their original sentences
after changing the latent representation of the input data.
Ebrahimi et al. [7] proposed a method for generating hostile
samples by changing specific words at the word level with a
white box attack. This method attacked the CharCNN-LSTM
model [27] by changing one word, thereby generating an
adversarial example. However, the method’s attack success
rate is somewhat low because it chooses the word to be
replaced randomly rather than according to word importance,
and grammar is not considered. Jin et al. [28] proposed a
method for generating adversarial examples having the same
grammatical meaning by using the word-wise method. In this
method, after the importance of each word in the sentence
is analyzed, one word is changed to a similar word so that
it creates no problem in terms of human detectability but
generates an adversarial example that will be incorrectly
classified by the model. However, in the existing studies of
adversarial examples in the text domain, only one model was
considered as an attack target. In the case of multiple models,
when the model to be protected and the model to be attacked
coexist, it may be necessary to attack only a specific model.
The proposed method applies the Jin method [28] to create a
friend-guard adversarial example.

III. CONCEPTUAL BASIS FOR PROPOSED SCHEME
Figure 1 shows decision boundaries of the enemy model and
the friend model for an original sample x and an adversarial
example x∗. If a sample is within the decision boundary of
the model, it will be correctly classified by the model, and
if it is outside the boundary, it will be incorrectly classified.
The proposed method creates textual adversarial examples
that are within the decision boundary of the friend model
and outside the decision boundary of the enemy model and
minimizes the distortion from their corresponding original
samples. In addition, in the proposed method, an adversarial
example is generated using word-wise in the text domain;
it is a sentence that is unchanged from the original version
in terms of meaning and grammar. In the figure, original
sample x is the sentence “The script is smart, not cloying”,
and adversarial example x∗ is the sentence “The script is
canny, not cloying”. Both sentences have the same meaning
to a human, and there are no grammatical flaws. However, the

adversarial example, “The script is canny, not cloying”, will
be incorrectly classified as a negative sentence by the enemy
model and will be properly classified as a positive sentence
by the friend model.

FIGURE 1: Decision boundaries of the enemy model and
friend model for an original sample x and adversarial exam-
ple x∗.

IV. PROPOSED SCHEME
A. ASSUMPTION
For the proposed method to work, the generator needs to
know the confidence score for the input data for the enemy
and friend models. It is possible to generate adversarial
examples without knowing the parameters and structures of
the enemy and friend models. Under this assumption, the pro-
posed method can generate textual adversarial examples that
are not abnormal to human perception and will be incorrectly
classified by the enemy model and correctly classified by the
friend model.

B. PROPOSED METHOD
Figure 2 shows an overview of the proposed scheme. The
proposed method has two main steps: word importance rank-
ing and word transformation. First, through word importance
ranking (WIR), the words that have a significant influence
on the model’s prediction are ranked in order. The second
step, word transformation, consists of three parts as follows.
Synonym extraction (SE) collects candidate words that can
be substituted, in order by the priority of the words in the
WIR. Next, the word candidates are subjected to a part-of-
speech (POS) check [29], which ensures that certain words
that affect the grammar of the sentence remain unchanged.
Then, from among the candidate words, a candidate group
capable of maintaining the highest similarity to the original
sample is found through a semantic similarity check (SSC)
[30]. After these two main steps, an adversarial example
is created by replacing a word from among the remaining
candidate words, and it is correctly classified by the friend
model and incorrectly classified by the enemy model and has
the highest similarity to its corresponding original sample. If
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FIGURE 2: The overview of the proposed scheme.

the appropriate confidence score is low, the process moves to
the next selected word and repeats the above steps.

The above procedure can be expressed mathematically as
follows. First, in WIR, given a sentenceX = {x1, x2, ..., xn}
consisting of n words, the proposed method needs to find
some key words that have the most influence on the predic-
tion models, Me and Mf . Therefore, the selection mecha-
nism that most affects the change in the last predicted result
is used. In addition, the semantic similarity should be kept as
strong as possible, while changes due to the selection process
are kept to a minimum. After the word xi is deleted from
X = {x1, x2, ..., xn}, the confidence value is calculated
by determining the difference between the prediction score
and the result values entered into models Me and Mf . The
importance score Sxi is calculated for the prediction change
before and after the word change. When words are being
ranked by importance, words such as “the” and “it” are
filtered out so as not to disrupt the grammar.

Second, given a word of high importance Ixi
in the word

transformer, a step is needed to apply a replacement mech-
anism for that word. To find the most suitable word sub-
stitution for generating friend-guard adversarial examples,
three steps are required—SE, POS, and SSC—and conditions
need to be identified so that the adversarial examples will be
correctly classified by the friend model and misclassified by
the enemy model.

In SE, all possible substitute candidate sets for the selected
word xi are collected. Let the candidates be the N synonyms
having the closest cosine similarity to the word xi (≥ ε).
Word embedding is used to express this word. The embed-
ding vector is used to identify N synonyms having cosine
similarity greater than the value of ε. In this study, N was set
to 50 and ε was set to 0.7, to control diversity and semantic
similarity.

The POS check of the candidates for the word xi is
performed because it is necessary to use a word with the same
part of speech (POS) to maintain the grammatical character

of the text.

Algorithm 1 Friend-guard textfooler generation

Input: Original sample X = {x1, x2, ..., xn}, the original
label Y , friend model Mf , enemy model Me, sentence
similarity function s(·), cosine similarity sc(·), threshold
ε, word embedding e over the vocabulary V , final candi-
date set Cfinal

Friend-guard textfooler:
Cfinal ← {} , Xadv ← X
for each word xi in X do

Compute the importance score Ixi

end for
Create a setXI of all words xi ∈ X using the importance
score Ixi .
Filtering the stop words in XI

for each word xi in XI do
Initiate the set of candidates C by extracting the top

N synonyms using sc(exi
, eword) for each word in V .

C ← POS-checking(C)
for cj in C do

X∗ ← Replace xi with cj in Xadv

if s(X∗, Xadv) ≥ ε then
Cfinal ← append(cj)
Yf ←Mf (X

∗) and Ye ←Me(X
∗)

end if
end for
if there exist cj such that Yf = Y and Ye 6= Y then

c∗ ← argmaxc∈Cf
S(X,X∗xi→c)

Xadv ← Replace xi with c∗ in Xadv

return Xadv

end if
end for

For the remaining candidates, SSC replaces the word xi
in the sentence and creates an adversarial example. The
generated adversarial example is then provided to models
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Mf and Me to obtain a prediction score. Using the universal
sentence encoder (USE), the semantic similarity is calculated
using a high-dimensionality vector of sentence similarity
and the cosine similarity score for the original sample and
the adversarial example. If the semantic similarity is higher
than the specified ε value, it is stored in the pool of final
candidates.

In generating adversarial examples, the one with the high-
est similarity score among the final candidates is selected. If
no final candidate exists, the SE, POS, and SSC steps are
repeated as above for the next selected word. The details
of this procedure for generating an adversarial example are
given in Algorithm 1.

V. EXPERIMENT AND EVALUATION
Experiments were conducted to assess whether the proposed
method can generate friend-guard adversarial examples for a
text classification system. The experiments used the Tensor-
Flow library [31], widely used for machine learning, and an
Intel(R) i5-7100 3.90-GHz server.

A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
For the experiment, the MR dataset [9], which is a movie
review file, was used. It is a dataset that categorizes emotions
into positive and negative emotions at the sentence level.
9000 data were used for training and 1000 data for testing.

The friend and enemy text classification models consisted
of the BERT model. There were 12 hidden layers, and the
number of nodes was 768. The maximum number of position
embeddings was 512, and the vocabulary size was 30,522.
The intermediate size was 3072, and gelu [32] was used
for hidden activation. To configure the friend and enemy
models to be distinct, each model was trained using different
parameters, shown in Table 1 of the appendix. The friend and
enemy models had 85.4% and 85.7% accuracy, respectively,
on the test data after training on the original training data.

For generating the proposed adversarial examples, the
similarity score threshold was set to 0.7, the number of
synonyms was set to 50, the batch size was set to 32, and the
maximum sequence length was set to 128. The performance
of the proposed method was evaluated by generating 500
adversarial examples as random test data.

B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Figure 3 shows three examples of sentence pairs, each pair
consisting of an original sentence and a proposed friend-
guard adversarial sentence for the friend model Mf and the
enemy model Me.

To human perception, each friend-guard adversarial sen-
tence, formed by replacing a specific word in the original
sentence with a different word, has the same meaning as the
original sentence and has no grammatical errors. In terms of
model classification, the friend-guard sentences are misclas-
sified by the enemy model Me and correctly classified by the
friend model Mf . The classification results of the friend and

#1_Original sentence (Mf and Me: negative):
“no telegraphing is too obvious or simplistic for
this movie”
#1_Proposed sentence (Mf : negative, Me: pos-
itive): “no telegraphing is too obvious or uncom-
plicated for this movie”
#2_Original sentence (Mf and Me: positive):
“norton is magnetic as graham”
#2_Proposed sentence (Mf : positive,Me: nega-
tive): “norton is swipe as graham”
#3_Original sentence (Mf and Me: positive):
“a small movie with a big impact”
#3_Proposed sentence (Mf : positive,Me: nega-
tive): “a fewer movie with a big impact”

FIGURE 3: Three sentence pair examples: original sentence
and proposed sentence for Mf and Me.

enemy models for additional original and proposed sentence
pairs are given in the appendix.

FIGURE 4: Accuracy for original samples and proposed
adversarial examples by friend model Mf and enemy model
Me according to the number of synonyms.

Figure 4 shows the accuracy for the original samples and
proposed adversarial examples of the friend model Mf and
the enemy model Me according to the number of synonyms.
The accuracy shown for the original samples, 88.2%, is the
average of the friend model Mf accuracy and the enemy
model Me accuracy. For the friend-guard adversarial exam-
ples, the proposed sentence, intended to be misclassified by
the enemy model Me, was classified correctly by this model
with an average accuracy of 26.1%. Using the friend model,
however, the proposed sentence was classified correctly with
an average accuracy of 87.8%. As the number of synonyms
increased, the accuracy of classification by the enemy model
decreased and that of the friend model increased slightly.
Therefore, the proposed adversarial sentence is generally
classified correctly by the friend model and generally clas-
sified incorrectly by the enemy model.

Figure 5 shows the average change and the number of
queries for the proposed adversarial example according to
the number of synonyms. The figure shows that as the
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FIGURE 5: Average change and number of queries for the
proposed adversarial example according to the number of
synonyms.

number of synonyms increased, the average percent change
decreased and the number of queries increased. A query of
the model is required for each synonym; therefore, when
the number of synonyms increases, the number of queries
increases proportionally. Regarding the average change, as
the number of synonyms increases, the number of cases that
can be changed increases, and because various attacks are
possible, the average change decreases slightly to maximize
the similarity between the original sample and the proposed
adversarial example.

VI. DISCUSSION
This section discusses the proposed method in terms of attack
considerations, percent change, the number of synonyms,
human perception, and limitations.

Attack consideration. The proposed method requires knowl-
edge of the confidence scores for the friend and enemy
models. Using these confidence scores for the input text
sentence, an adversarial example (proposed sentence) is
generated that is correctly classified by the friend model
and incorrectly classified by the enemy model. Because the
proposed method determines whether an alternative phrasing
is suitable by examining the confidence score, access to the
models’ confidence scores is required. Although the friend-
guard concept has been applied in the fields of image [33]
[34] and audio [35], this paper is the first to propose it for the
text domain, in which the construction of a method is more
challenging owing to the need for a word-by-word approach.

Change The proposed method generates friend-guard adver-
sarial examples by changing words that have a significant
influence as determined by the word-wise method. It is char-
acterized by its capability of generating proposed adversarial
examples with few word changes, which is made possible by
ranking the words by their degree of influence in the sentence
and changing the words having the highest rank.

The number of Synonyms Because a proposed adversarial
example is generated by replacing specific words word-wise,

the performance of the proposed method varies according
to the number of words to be replaced. The number of
synonyms affects the number of queries required, the percent
change, and the accuracy of the enemy and friend models
on the proposed adversarial example, and hence the perfor-
mance. As the number of synonyms increases, the number
of replaceable words increases. Therefore, the accuracy of
the friend model increases and the accuracy of the enemy
model decreases for the proposed adversarial example. As
the number of synonyms increases, the number of queries
required increases, but the percent change decreases.

The human perception. The proposed adversarial example
should have the same meaning as the original sample in terms
of human recognition and should have no grammatical errors.
Methods such as POS were used so as not to change words
that contribute strongly to basic grammatical structure. To
preserve the meaning of the sentence, a word is replaced
with a noun having many synonyms; in addition, the number
of words changed is kept low to minimize the difference in
meaning between the proposed adversarial example and the
original sample.

Limitations. Because the proposed method uses the word-
wise method, generation of proposed adversarial examples
may be limited if there is no appropriate alternative word
that can be classified incorrectly by the enemy model and
correctly by the friend model.

VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, I have proposed a method for generating friend-
guard adversarial examples in the text domain. The method
creates friend-guard adversarial examples that will be cor-
rectly classified by the friend model and misclassified by the
enemy model without introducing any changes in meaning
or grammar that will be perceived by humans. It works by
replacing words of high importance with synonyms, unlike
the approach used in image studies. In the experiment, the
proposed method generated friend-guard adversarial exam-
ples that were correctly classified with 88.2% accuracy by
the friend model and 26.1% accuracy by the enemy model.

For future research, it might be interesting to develop a
technique for generating an adversarial example based on
a newer method, such as generative adversarial networks
(GANs) [36]. Development of a defense against the proposed
method would be another interesting topic for research.
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APPENDIX

TABLE 1: The parameter for the friend model Mf and the
enemy model Me.

Description Friend model Enemy model

Attention dropout 0.1 0.15
Hidden dropout 0.01 s 0.02
Initial constant 0.02 s 0.01

The fifteen cases: the original sentence and the pro-
posed sentence for the friend model Mf and the enemy
model Me.
#1_Original sentence (Mf and Me: positive): intriguing
and stylish
#1_Proposed sentence (Mf : positive,Me: negative): con-
fusing and stylish

#2_Original sentence (Mf and Me: positive): an old
fashioned scary movie , one that relies on lingering terror
punctuated by sudden shocks and not constant bloodshed
punctuated by flying guts
#2_Proposed sentence (Mf : positive, Me: negative): an
old fashioned scary movie , one that relies on being terror
punctuated by sudden shocks and not constant bloodshed
punctuated by flying guts
#3_Original sentence (Mf and Me: positive): a solid ,
well formed satire
#3_Proposed sentence (Mf : positive, Me: negative): a
solid , well formed ridicule
#4_Original sentence (Mf and Me: positive): if a horror
movie ’s primary goal is to frighten and disturb , then they
works spectacularly well a shiver inducing , nerve rattling
ride
#4_Proposed sentence (Mf : positive, Me: negative): if
a horror movie ’s primary goal is to frighten and disturb ,
then they works ridiculously well a shiver inducing , nerve
creaking ride
#5_Original sentence (Mf and Me: positive): a delirious
celebration of the female orgasm
#5_Proposed sentence (Mf : positive, Me: negative): a
wishful celebration of the female bulge
#6_Original sentence (Mf and Me: positive): smart
science fiction for grown ups , with only a few false steps
along the way
#6_Proposed sentence (Mf : positive, Me: negative): lus-
trous science fiction for grown ups , with only a few false
steps along the way
#7_Original sentence (Mf and Me: negative): a puzzling
experience
#7_Proposed sentence (Mf : negative, Me: positive): a
shocking experience
#8_Original sentence (Mf andMe: negative): most of the
dialogue made me want to pack raw dough in my ears
#8_Proposed sentence (Mf : negative, Me: positive):
most of the dialogue made me liked to posse raw dough in
my anklets
#9_Original sentence (Mf and Me: positive): a burst
of color , music , and dance that only the most practiced
curmudgeon could fail to crack a smile at
#9_Proposed sentence (Mf : positive, Me: negative): a
implosion of color , music , and dance that only the most
practiced curmudgeon could fail to crack a smile at
#10_Original sentence (Mf andMe: positive): hashiguchi
vividly captures the way young japanese live now , chafing
against their culture ’s manic mix of millennial brusqueness
and undying , traditional politesse
#10_Proposed sentence (Mf : positive, Me: negative):
hashiguchi ridiculously captures the way young japanese live
now , chafing against their culture ’s manic mix of millennial
brusqueness and undying , traditional politesse
#11_Original sentence (Mf and Me: positive): a portrait
of hell so shattering it ’s impossible to shake
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#11_Proposed sentence (Mf : positive, Me: negative): a
spitting of hell so implosion it ’s impossible to shake
#12_Original sentence (Mf and Me: negative): a farce of
a parody of a comedy of a premise , it is n’t a comparison to
reality so much as it is a commentary about our knowledge
of films
#12_Proposed sentence (Mf : negative, Me: positive): a
farce of a parody of a comedy of a scenario , it is n’t a
comparison to reality so importantly as it is a commentary
about our expertise of films
#13_Original sentence (Mf and Me: negative): yes they
can swim , the title is merely anne sophie birot ’s off handed
way of saying girls find adolescence difficult to wade through
#13_Proposed sentence (Mf : negative,Me: positive): yes
they can swim , the title is scarcely anne sophie birot ’s off
handed way of saying girls find adolescence difficult to wade
through
#14_Original sentence (Mf and Me: negative): while the
film shuns the glamour or glitz that an american movie might
demand , scherfig tosses us a romantic scenario that is just as
simplistic as a hollywood production
#14_Proposed sentence (Mf : negative, Me: positive):
while the film shuns the glamour or glitz that an american
movie might demand , scherfig tosses us a romantic scenario
that is just as uncomplicated as a hollywood production
#15_Original sentence (Mf and Me: negative): the story
is predictable , the jokes are typical sandler fare , and the
romance with ryder is puzzling
#15_Proposed sentence (Mf : negative,Me: positive): the
story is predictable , the jokes are typical sandler fare , and
the romance with ryder is heartrending
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